
CASE STUDY 

THE PROBLEM

THE SOLUTION

UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA FINDS AN ECONOMIC RESOLUTION FOR ECHO
PROBLEMS IN OFFICE
University of Florida finds an economic resolution for echo problems in office.

First, we all know schools and institutions have purchasing limits and strict budgets. Secondly, they need to
utilize as much space as possible to support their growth and strict budgets. And just like any other school
University of Florida found itself unitizing a small room for a variety of important administrative and
student tasks. The real problem that came with that space however was echo. Echoes are often
associated with large voluminous spaces however in a small space the sound waves bounce much more
rapidly off the surfaces of the room creating unpleasant and unwanted noise and reverberation. Also
known as “echo”known as “echo”

All Noise Control knew that our cost effective wall panels were the ideal product and due to the small
space and the conscious effort to reduce as much reflective surface as possible, recommended that wall
panels be fit inside the room to the ceiling. There were orders and manufactured to their needed specs
and fit snugly up to the drop ceiling eliminating any potential for noise reflection.

Our wall panels are durably constructed to withstand daily abuse and bumps etc and are manufactured
narrow so it had little footprint impact on the already small space.

THE THE RESULT

Echo disappeared… additionally the acoustics became all around softer and more legible. The university
met their budget and we exceed their acoustic needs.

Visit our Wall Panel page to see the wide selection of products available for similar and larger scale
applications. Please realize that these will have the same effects on a cubicle filled room or individual
offices. Did you know that All Noise Control custom manufacturers partition kits and cubicle wall panel
kits? Learn more here

We invite you to call All Noise Control at 561-964-9360 to discuss the noise control materials supplied to
this particular installation or to address any of your noise control issues. We would be happy to listen to
your individual needs and supply you with a customized All Noise Control Solution.


